
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
 Battery pack

 Carrying case

The Sightmark® Laser Bore Sight provide the most convenient and acurate method for sighting in ri�es of all 
types. Simply chamber bore sight like a regular bilet and a laser dot will show exactly where the ri�e is aiming. 
It’s easy to sight in any scope without �reing a single shot. Live �re is only needed to �ne tune the weapon being 
sighted in order to compensate for inconsistenceies, such as bullet drop due to distance. Perfect for hunters, 
competive shooters and law enforcement, the Sightmark laser bore sight is sure to take the frustration out of 
sighting in almost any gun. It’s easy to use and will quickly save both time and money by avoiding prolonged 
live �re tests at the range; use the extra ammo for honing those shooting skills, and for the hunt. A lightweight 
carrying pouch protects the laser for convenient use in the �eld. The Sightmark laser bore sight is available in 
several calibers and gages for use with almost all the most popular rilfes and shotguns.

 

SIGHTMARKTM LASER BORE SIGHT SERIES
FOR RIFLES/SHOTGUNS

FEATURES
 Precision accuracy

 Reliable and durable

 Fastest gun zeroing and sighting system

 Reduce wasted cartridges and shells

 Compact and lightweight

 Easy to pack and travel

 Comes with a carrying case  

Laser wavelength                             (nm) 632-650

LED type visible red laser
Power                                                  (mW) <5
Battery type                                      (AG5)
                                                              (AG3)

2
3

Battery life                                       (hour) 1
Range for sighting                             (yd) 15-100
Dot size                               (in @ 100yds) 2
Operation
Construction brass
Temperature                                           (º) -10 - 50

SPECIFICATIONS
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SM39001   .223 Rem
SM39002   7.62x39mm
SM39003   .30-06 Spr
SM39004   .264 Win
SM39005   .243 Win
SM39006   .300 Win Mag
SM39009   .30/30 Win
SM39010   .300 WSM Short Mag
SM39011   .270 WSM Short Mag

SM39013   .303 British
SM39020   .22-250
SM39007   12 Gauge
SM39008   20 Gauge
SM39012   .50 Cal

SM39027   6.5mm x 55
SM39029   8mm x 57 JRS

SM39021   .22LR
SM39022   .17HMR

SM39030   7mm x 64
SM39031   7mm x 65 R
SM39032   7mm x 57 Mauser (R)
SM39033   9.3mm x 62
SM39034   8mm x 57 (R) Mauser
SM39035   6.5mm x 57 (R) Mauser
SM39036   .222 Remmington Magnum (5.7mm x 47) 
SM39037   7.62 x 52(R)
SM39038   .50 CAL Green
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LASER BORE SIGHTS


